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A 2D hydrodynamic Telemac model for the Scheldt Estuary was built with the bathymetry of 2009. 
The model was calibrated on water levels throughout the entire estuary, discharges in the channels 
and especially for ecology on flow velocities on shoals. 
 
A second 2D hydrodynamic Telemac model was built for the Scheldt Estuary with the bathymetry of 
1955. This model was calibrated on water levels of the main tide gauge stations along the estuary 
and discharges in the channels. 
 
Both models deliver the following parameters: maximum flow velocity (a good relationship between 
maximum flow velocity at a location and the D50 sediment value was found, so sediment 
composition is included in the model by the maximum flow velocity), salinity range, average 
salinity, depth and dry time, i.e. the time a location is not covered by water. These parameters are 
used by a benthos distribution model (developed by Cozzoli F.) to predict for every location (= 
calculation node) in the model the community indices and distribution of single species. 
 
The model with the bathymetry of 1955 gives an idea of the benthos distribution in the past for the 
Westerschelde; and this can be compared with the model that describes the current situation. The 
lessons from the past, i.e. by comparing the past with the present, can be used to predict the 
future. The results of model simulations of future morphological scenarios can be inserted into the 
benthos model and give a prediction of the ecological situation for the new estuarine morphology. 
This new tool provides a straightforward way to assess the ecological value of different future 
morphological scenarios for the Westerschelde.  
 
 
